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In this first installment, we highlight the often
ignored truth that you can only get what you
want tomorrow by focusing on what you do

today.

A Sea of Data

Over the past three decades, CRM has vastly
improved the measurement and reporting
capabilities of the sales function. Today, every sales
force has a CRM tool of some variety, and dozens of
management reports are only a mouse click away.
However, we observe that this increased access to

In this series of articles, we
will introduce the research
findings from the best-
selling book Cracking the
Sales Management Code, by

Jason Jordan and Michelle Vazzana.  These
foundational insights have transformed
sales management thinking within global
companies like GE, 3M, Tyco, and many
others.  
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data has not been accompanied by a corresponding
increase in control over sales performance. Despite
all the data at our fingertips, we still lack useful
management insights. 

Why is it that more sales data has not necessarily
resulted in more potent sales management?

We believe it’s because much of the data being
collected today is not very useful in actually
managing salespeople to higher performance. We
are awash in numbers, but executives lack a
framework they can use to consistently pinpoint
problems and proactively manage change. If sales
leaders had an interconnected system of meaningful
performance metrics like their finance or operations
peers, they could enjoy the same level of control and
manageability as these other business functions.

To understand the current state of affairs, we
examined 306 sales metrics provided by dozens of
global sales forces in a survey conducted along with
the Sales Education Foundation. This research into
the key performance indicators that leading
companies use to manage their sales forces was
highly insightful, and it revealed a straightforward
framework that all executives can use to better
manage their selling effort.

Can You Manage that Metric?

When we first examined the 306 sales metrics, we
discovered that each sales force had organized its
data in very different ways. Though there were
many metrics in common across the companies
(Percent of Reps Attaining Quota, Percent CrossSelling
of Products, Dollars Spent on Training, etc.), there was
little commonality in the way the measurements
were organized.

For instance, one company had sorted its metrics
into Internal and External measurements, but it had
revenue metrics in both groups. Another had
organized them into buckets of Revenue, Costs, and
Salesperson measures, though the Salesperson
metrics included both Revenue Per Sales Rep and Cost
Per Sales Rep – both of which could clearly also

belong in the other buckets, Revenue and Costs. In
the end, the metrics were organized (or not) in as
many different ways as there were respondents to
the survey. Yet, none of the methods was
particularly useful for our purpose: To understand
how executives can use key metrics to better
manage their sales forces.

Frustrated by the lack of structure the survey had
provided, we decided to put all 306 metrics into a
pile and attempt to organize them ourselves. After
experimenting with several criteria to establish our
new groupings, we ultimately decided on a single
question to serve as our guideline:

How ‘manageable’ is this metric?
That is, how much control does a sales manager

have to directly alter the specific metric? An example
of a ‘manageable metric’ is the Number of Accounts
Per Rep. This metric is highly manageable, since a
sales manager can easily reassign their sales reps’
accounts to increase or decrease the ratio. An
example of an ‘unmanageable metric’ is Revenue Per
Rep. No sales manager can simply command a
salesperson to obtain more revenue (though many
have tried). There are many factors that affect a
salesperson’s revenue production, so it therefore
cannot be directly managed by a sales leader.

Using this one criterion as the basis for our
undertaking, we soon discovered three distinct
levels of ‘manageability’ into which all of the sales
metrics fell.

Directly Manageable Metrics: 
SALES ACTIVITIES

All of the metrics that we deemed directly
‘manageable’ were related to salesperson or sales
manager activities. These activities can be managed
through unilateral decisions of a sales manager.

For example, sales managers can direct their
salespeople to complete account plans for their
major customers. Or they can select the types of
training they provide to their reps, or the number of
hours that they spend on coaching. These types of
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decisions provide the only sales force metrics that
can truly be managed with any level of certainty and
control, because they are the immediate results of
actionable decisions by a salesperson or manager.

Sample Sales Activity Metrics:

l  Percent of Sales Calls Made
l  Percent of Account Plans Completed
l  Number of Hours Coaching per Rep
l  Percent of Reps Using CRM

Sales Activity metrics have a very high value in
managing a sales force, because they are highly
controllable. For frontline sales managers, these
should be the primary pieces of feedback about the
ongoing performance of their salespeople. In fact,
we believe these are the best leading indicators of
sales performance – that the proper selling activities
are being executed properly. In other words, if you
are doing the right things today, success will surely
follow tomorrow.

Indirectly Manageable Metrics: 
SALES OBJECTIVES

Unlike Sales Activities, most of the metrics we
observed could not be directly managed. In fact, we
found that the largest group of numbers was
focused on measuring the achievement of specific
selling goals or objectives. We therefore called these
metrics Sales Objectives. These are not unilateral
decisions that can be directed by a manager – they
require some level of consent by customers or
employees. These can be influenced only indirectly
by managing the preceding activities that lead to
success with the stated objectives.

For example, a sales manager cannot direct a
customer to hand over a higher ShareofWallet (a
Sales Objective), because the customer must agree
to buy additional products from her sales force. But
she can direct her salespeople to do better account
planning (a Sales Activity) which should ultimately
affect the ShareofWallet the company receives

from its customers.
Another example of a Sales Objective would be

to increase New Customer Acquisition. Again, this is
not a directly manageable metric, because a sales
manager cannot command a prospect to become a
customer. But he can increase the volume of
prospecting calls that his salespeople make – a Sales
Activity that should lead to winning more new
customers.

Sample Sales Objective Metrics:

l  Percent Customer Retention
l  Percent Deal Win Rate
l  Number of Newly Acquired Customers
l  Percent New vs. Existing Products Sold

Sales Objective metrics have a high value in
diagnosing problems and planning future activities.
They help you to measure what you’ve achieved,
determine what you want to accomplish, and decide
how you need to change your activities to make the
new objectives happen. Sales Objectives serve as
the goal posts toward which you point your sales
force. You achieve these objectives by doing the
right preceding activities.

Unmanageable Metrics: 
BUSINESS RESULTS

The final category of metrics we observed was
called Business Results. These measurements
include highlevel outcomes that the entire
enterprise strives to achieve, such as revenue,
profitability, or market share. Contrary to general
belief, Business Results have no direct relationship to
salesperson activities and disappointingly cannot be
managed. They can only be indirectly influenced by
achieving certain intermediary Sales Objectives that
will in turn lead to the desired Business Result.

For example, a sales manager cannot in any way
directly affect Revenue Growth (a Business Result),
because there are many preceding things that affect
that ultimate outcome. But an increase in customer
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New Customer Acquisition (a Sales Objective) should
lead to an overall increase in Revenue Growth.
Therefore, Business Results can only be achieved
when precursor Sales Objectives have been reached
by executing the proper Sales Activities. 

Sample Business Result Metrics:

l  Percent Revenue Attainment
l  Percent Market Share
l  Dollar Profitability
l  Percent Customer Satisfaction

Business Result metrics have a high
value in reporting. These enterprise
level measurements must be
monitored (and they are) with great
attention, though their only active
role in management is in measuring
success and determining which Sales
Objectives need to be pursued. We
repeat: Revenue is a Business Result
that cannot be managed. So it’s best
to stop trying.

The Lesson for Sales Leaders

Interestingly (but not surprisingly), we
discovered that sales forces are
obsessed with the things that they
want – not necessarily the things that
they actually do. The organizations in
our study collected a fairly mix of
metrics across the three levels that
looked like this:

l  Business Results – 28%
l  Sales Objectives – 55%
l  Sales Activities – 17%

The lesson in this data is clear. If you are like most
sales leaders: You are focusing your attention on things
that you cannot manage.

In fact, it is likely that the vast majority of the

things you are measuring (83% in our study) are
completely uncontrollable through the direct actions
of your sales force. You want revenue to grow, but
you cannot expect to manage it. To exercise control
over your desired sales performance outcomes, you
have to focus first on the Sales Activities that will
drive you toward your desired Sales Objectives. And

if that quest goes well, then you will
achieve success in the form of better
revenue, profitability, and market
share numbers. 

But if you focus first (or even
exclusively) on the Business Results
you want, you’ll be wasting your time
on a wish that very well might never
come true. Sure you can stare at your
revenue target and keep your fingers
crossed, but it would be a much more
productive use of your fingers to point
your sales force in the right direction.
And that comes from knowing the
Sales Activities and Sales Objectives
that will get you where you want to be.

If after reading this you feel some
remorse for the years you’ve spent
obsessing over uncontrollable
outcomes, rest assured that you’re in
good company. Most sales forces we
worked with share your obsession
with the outcomes you desire, rather
than the activities that will actually
produce your desired results.
Fortunately, our research revealed

that there is a better place to obsess. Spend your time
worrying about the things your sales force is doing
today. And then a bright tomorrow will come.

In the next installment of this series, we will reveal the
5 distinct Sales Processes that we discovered in our
research, along with the metrics that are critical for
managing each.                                                                        n

Jason Jordan is a Partner at Vantage Point
Performance. Find out more here
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Cracking the Sales Management Code 
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In our first article, we revealed that there are three
levels of sales force metrics, as judged by their
‘manageability’:

l  Business Results like Percent Revenue Growth,
which are completely unmanageable

l  Sales Objectives like Number of New Customers
Acquired, which can be influence but not directly
managed

l  Sales Activities like Percent of Account Plans
Completed, which are directly manageable

We now explore Sales Activities in more depth.

In this series of articles, we
are introducing the
research findings from the
best-selling book Cracking
the Sales Management Code,

by Jason Jordan and Michelle Vazzana. 
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believe the lack of clear definition hinders effective
selling and management. While most companies
would say that they have some form of sales process
in place, the nature of that process might range from
planning sales calls, to managing a sales cycle, to
completing major account plans. The term sales
process is so overused, it has remarkably come to
mean everything and nothing simultaneously.

Our research suggested that the sales function is,
in fact, a collection of distinct selling processes that
work to accomplish unique objectives.
Understanding the differences between the
processes is absolutely critical, because it allows for
better management and enablement of each, which
in turn leads to superior sales performance. That left
us with two very important questions that had to be
answered:

1.  What are the distinct sales processes?
2.  How do you know which processes you need in

your sales force?

What Are the Sales Processes?

After examining and categorizing all of the metrics
we had labeled as Sales Activities, we were able to
identify five sales processes that encompassed all of
the Sales Activities in our study. 

First, we found a Call Management process. This
process is intended to help salespeople improve the
quality of a single customer interaction – whether
facetoface or by phone. Sellers will typically plan
ahead things such as their desired call outcomes,
questions they might ask, or objections they might
expect. Salespeople will then execute and document
the customer interaction and its outcomes. 

Sample Call Management metrics:
l  Number of Call Plans Completed
l  Percentage of Reps Following Process
l  Number Minutes Talk Time 

If you string together a series of sales calls in pursuit
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A Sales Process, You Say?

Recall that Sales Activities are the most tactical and
manageable things in a sales force. Literally, they are
the things that salespeople and their managers do
between Monday morning and Friday afternoon –
things like making sales calls, using CRM, and
coaching salespeople. As we stared at these
activities (for a very long time), we noticed that they
began to cluster into logical groupings that could be
used to accomplish similar outcomes. We called
these groupings sales processes.

Of course, the term ‘sales process’ is not new,
and it means different things to different people. We



of a single sale, then you have what we commonly
refer to as an ‘opportunity.’ An Opportunity
Management process helps salespeople plan and
execute a thoughtful approach to long, complex sale
cycles. Often confused with ‘pipeline management,’
this process is not an analytic exercise to pinpoint
failures in a collection of ongoing opportunities –
this is an assessment and planning effort to
deliberately win an individual sales pursuit. 

Sample Opportunity Management metrics:
l  Number of Opportunity Plans Completed
l  Adherence to Opportunity Planning Process
l  Percentage of Qualified Opportunities

If you pursue multiple opportunities over time with a
single customer, then you are probably managing
that ongoing business relationship. An Account
Management process will help you assess your
company’s position within that key customer and
coordinate internal and external resources to grow
the longterm value of the account. These activities
can also be labelled as account planning.

Sample Account Management metrics:
l  Percent Account Plans Complete
l  Number of Interactions per Account
l  Number of Joint Meetings with Accounts

If a salesperson is assigned a group of accounts or
prospects, then they have a ‘territory.’ Note that a
territory does not necessarily need to be
geographically defined – a salesperson could be
assigned accounts that are chosen in many ways
(industry, customer segment, etc.). Regardless, a
Territory Management process helps salespeople
and their managers decide how to allocate their time
across a large group of customers. 

Sample Territory Management metrics:
l  Number of Accounts per Rep
l  Number of Sales Calls Made 
l  Percent Prospects vs. Active Customers

Finally, there is what we called a Sales Force
Enablement process. This process has the largest
scope of them all and is very diverse in nature. Sales
Enablement activities include recruiting, selecting,
training, motivating, coaching, rewarding, and
providing tools that enable the sales force’s
performance. This process is typically shared across
several roles and departments, including sales, HR,
and finance. 

Sample Sales Force Enablement metrics:
l  Percentage of Time Spent Coaching
l  Number of Hours Training per FTE
l  Technology Spend per FTE 

Which Sales Processes Do You Need?

Now that we have five clearly defined sales
processes and their associated metrics, how do you
know which processes you should implement in
your sales force? We first suspected that company
demographics should inform which processes are
important for a particular sales force. For instance, if
a company’s profits are highly concentrated in a
handful of accounts, then that company surely must
need Account Management processes.

However, we soon concluded that sales
processes should never be selected at a company
wide level. The need for a specific sales process is
determined by the nature of each distinctive selling
role. That is, companies don’t need Account
Management processes – only those salespeople
who manage accounts need them. 

Sales process selection is therefore not a decision
to be made by examining the enterprise – it is a
decision best made by examining the role. Below we
provide ruleofthumb guidelines for when a
particular process is appropriate for a particular
selling role.

Call Management process when:
l  The salesperson has a low to moderate volume of

highly varied and highrisk customer interactions
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Opportunity Management process when:
l  The salesperson is targeting customers with

complex buying processes (numerous buying
stages and/or multiple buyers with different
buying needs)

Account Management process when:
l  The salesperson is pursuing multiple

opportunities over time with the same customer
l  There is an economic justification for the added

layer of effort

Territory Management process when:
l  The salesperson makes proactive customer

contact and cannot service all potential
customers fully

l  The salesperson needs to prioritize the selling
effort and allocate it across different types of
customers and prospects

Sales Force Enablement process when:
l  The company wants and has the authority to

affect decisions in the hiring, training, measuring,
coaching, motivating, rewarding, and enabling of
the sales force

Note that it is not the title of the role that indicates
which processes are important. For example, just
because a salesperson has the title ‘Territory Rep’
does not mean that they require a Territory
Management process. Nor does a salesperson
whose business card reads ‘Account Executive’
necessarily require an Account Management
process. You must examine the nature of their
selling activities to determine which processes are
applicable to the execution, measurement, and
management of that selling role. 

Implications for Sales Leaders

It is absolutely vital that sales leadership
understands the five flavors of sales processes and
their unique applications to distinct selling roles. We

have often seen sales processes implemented for
the wrong (or unknown) reasons with very
predictable outcomes. 

First, the processes are ignored by the sales
force. This can result from processes that are over
engineered or badly designed, but it is just as often
because the processes being implemented are not
relevant for the selling roles upon which they are
being inflicted. Process abandonment and
management frustration follow predictably
thereafter.

Second, sales management can spend an insane
amount of time trying to both enforce the processes
and explain to senior leadership why the promised
Return on Investment has not materialized. The
investment required to design and deploy a sales
process is not trivial, and deploying the wrong one
only compounds the costs. (In fact, we could argue
that it is better to have no formal process than to
implement the wrong sales process.)

In the end, our research revealed two key insights
on sales processes:

1.  There are several discrete sales processes with
different uses and metrics

2.  Sales leaders must be very deliberate about the
processes they choose to deploy 

If you ignore these two insights, you will not only
confuse and frustrate your sellers, you will confuse
and frustrate yourself. But more devastatingly, your
sales force will underperform its potential. 

In the next installment of this series, we reveal
the four Sales Objectives we found in our research
and how the objectives can be achieved through the
deliberate management of Sales Activities. n

Register to download the first 2 chapters of
Cracking the Sales Management Code here
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We also identified five discrete sales
processes – Call Management,
Opportunity Management, Account

Management, Territory Management, and Sales
Force Enablement. Now we will explore Sales
Objectives and their links to Sales Activities.

The Things We Want

Every sales force has certain outcomes that it is
trying to achieve, like acquiring customers, cross
selling products, or improving salesperson skills.
These are the things that the organization wants and
the sales force is specifically tasked to deliver. In our
research, we categorized these outcomes and their

associated metrics as ‘Sales Objectives.’ 
Recall that the Sales Objectives are goals toward

which selling effort is directed. And since they are
the outcomes of Sales Activities, we cannot manage
Sales Objectives with the same degree of control as
the Activities themselves. Therefore, we can only
achieve the Objectives we desire indirectly by
managing our sales force’s Activities.

For example, a Sales Objective might be to
increase your number of new accounts, which could
be achieved by putting greater effort into cold
calling or by visiting more prospects. You cannot
direct a salesperson to have more new accounts,
because prospects have to agree to become your
customers. But you can set an Objective and then

In previous installments (see part 1 and part 2), we shared research findings
that revealed there are three types of sales force metrics – measures of
Sales Activities, Sales Objectives, and Business Results. 
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manage the upstream activities. In fact, you should.
Again, managing Sales Activities leads to achieving
Sales Objectives.

The Four Flavors

Just as we used our collection of Sales Activity
metrics to isolate distinct processes, we also used
our Sales Objective metrics to discern four
categories into which all of the measures fell. It is
important to understand the nature of the
Objectives your team is pursuing, because it helps
you then understand how to achieve them.

The first Sales Objective we called Market
Coverage. These metrics tell you how thoroughly
and accurately your sales force is addressing your
target market, and they are used to ensure that
there is enough total selling effort to cover all of
your desired customers and prospects.

Sample Market Coverage metrics include:
l  Percentage of CustomerFacing Time
l  Sales Rep Turnover
l  Percentage of Prospects Contacted

Sales Force Capability metrics tell you how
effectively your selling effort is being applied. That
is, if your salespeople have six hours each day to
spend with prospects and customers, how
successful are they in advancing opportunities,
winning deals, or accomplishing other desired
outcomes of their customer interactions?

(Note that a salesperson’s capability is not the
same as their skill. Capability includes the skill of the
salesperson, no doubt, but it is also a reflection of
selling tools, motivation, and other components that
affect the effectiveness of a salesperson.)

Sample Sales Force Capability metrics include:
l  Percentage of Calls Advanced
l  Percentage of Deals Won
l  Number of Sales per Call

Product Focus metrics report whether a sales force
is selling the products and services that you deem
optimal to your company. These could be products
with higher profitability or products with some
strategic value, such as a new line of products.

Sample Product Focus metrics include:
l  Ratio of New vs. Existing Products
l  Percentage of CrossSelling
l  Average Deal Size

Customer Focus metrics reveal whether the sales
force is attracting, retaining, and growing the
company’s targeted customers. These could be
customers that are either more profitable or
customers that are somehow strategically important,
like those in a new market or geography.

Sample Customer Focus metrics include:
l  Ratio of New vs. Existing Customers
l  Rate of Customer Retention
l  Revenue by Customer Type

In sum, these four types of Sales Objectives provide
guidance to your sales force about which things are
important and what they should be trying to
accomplish in the field. You can consider them
guideposts or beacons to steer your sales force
toward success. However, simply communicating
objectives or even aligning them with incentives will
not create the desired outcomes. To confidently
achieve your Objectives, you must embed them in
the daytoday activities of your salespeople.

Achieving Sales Objectives 

Recall that one of our first observations about Sales
Objectives was that they cannot be directly
managed – they can only be influenced by directing
specific Sales Activities. Shortly after we identified
the Objectives, we began to look for some way to
relate them back to the Activities in a systematic
fashion.
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We found that Activities do have direct causal
relationships with Objectives. More specifically,
certain Sales Activities influence certain Sales
Objectives. This means that if you set a new Sales
Objective, you should know exactly what to do to
achieve it… You track backward to the Activities that
have an impact on that Objective, and then you
manage those Activities proactively.

Suppose that you set an Objective for the year to
improve your Customer Retention Rate. You are
trying to affect a Customer Focus metric, and there
are many Activities that can influence such an
outcome. First, you could alter your compensation
and coaching to shift the focus of your reps toward
servicing existing customers. Or you could allocate
more visits to those customers and put an account
management process in place to help your
salespeople become more intimate with key
customer issues. Of course, you would be managing
and measuring these Activities all along to ensure
proper execution of the tasks.

Or, suppose that you set an Objective to improve
your Close Rate. If your salespeople are in charge of
the proposal generation and presentation activities,
then this would be a Salesperson Capability metric.
There are many Sales Activities that could
potentially affect this Objective. First, you could
provide proposal templates or train your salespeople
on how to craft a winning document. Or you might
decide to have each proposal reviewed by all
internal stakeholders prior to submission. Or
perhaps you would make sure that a manager is
involved in the planning of any meeting where a
proposal is presented. Again, measuring and
managing these Activities all the while.

Of course, management’s judgment must be used
in all cases to identify the best course of action to
influence a given Objective. But the Activity
Objective relationships demonstrated here are
useful departure points for good managerial
decisionmaking. And good coaching. And generally,
good selling.

Implications for Sales Leaders

By establishing a causal link between Sales Activities
and Sales Objectives, we gained insight into what we
think has been the missing link in sales performance
management: the ability to set specific Sales
Objectives and then manage daytoday Activities to
predictably achieve those outcomes. Rather than just
asking for the outcomes we want, we can actually
inform our sales force on how to accomplish them.

As a sales leader, you must first make certain that
you have the right sales processes in place for each
of your selling roles. Then you can set clear Sales
Objectives and make sure that your salespeople’s
Activities are aligned to achieve these outcomes.
With clear Objectives and formal Activities, you
have the means to set a new strategic direction and
ensure consistent execution in the field.

It is also a clever idea to maintain a good mix of
the Sales Objectives that you track. Market
Coverage metrics give you confidence that you have
enough sales effort to accomplish your goals. Sales
Force Capability metrics give you confidence that
your salespeople are using that effort effectively.
And Product Focus and Customer Focus metrics
give you confidence that they are selling the right
things to the right people. All of these are things a
sales leader needs to know, if you want your team to
perform consistently at the highest possible level.

In the next installment of this series, we will
reveal the different types of Business Results we
found in our research and show how you can
convert those Business Results into Sales Objectives
that will drive your salespeople’s daytoday
Activities.                                                                          n

Register to download the first 2 chapters of
Cracking the Sales Management Code here

In previous installments (see part 1 and part
2), we shared research findings that revealed
there are three types of sales force metrics –

measures of Sales Activities, Sales Objectives,
and Business Results.
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Previously we defined a framework for
measuring and managing the sales force and
revealed interconnections among the metrics.

In our final installment, we explain how thoughtfully
selecting performance metrics creates field level
alignment with Csuite targets. 

In Search of Organizational Alignment

One of the biggest problems we see in many sales
forces is a lack of direct linkages between corporate

goals, sales strategies, and sales force behaviors. The
three are frequently allowed to operate
independently with the tacit (and often faulty)
assumption that they are all in alignment and
working toward a common end. In fact, this absence
of ‘organizational alignment’ is a commonly cited as a
top concern of senior executives.

We believe that the key to aligning an
organization from top to bottom is to align the
metrics that each level uses to measure success.
Few would disagree with this somewhat obvious
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statement, but we have seen many companies
struggle mightily to get it right. We conducted
research into how leading companies measure and
manage their sales forces which provided us with
some fresh insights into how to
tackle the challenge of organizational
alignment through the use of an
integrated set of metrics.

The Vehicle for Alignment:
Metrics 

As we explained in preceding articles,
a key finding of our study was that
there are three distinct levels of
metrics that can (and should) be used
to measure and manage a sales force.

First, there are metrics of Business
Results. These measures such as
revenue, profitability, market share,
or customer satisfaction are viewed
at a company level and are used to
report the overall health and success
of the organization. These metrics
are not ‘manageable’ per se, since no
individual can directly control them.
No matter how many times a CEO
instructs a VP of sales to ‘make’ the revenue
number, the VP cannot turn around and command
the number to change. There are numerous factors
that affect overall Business Results, and many of the
factors are out of the sales force’s control.

Second, there are metrics of Sales Objectives.
These are measures such as customer retention,
new product sales, market coverage, opportunity
win rates, or sales force turnover that constitute the
sales force’s success at achieving specific goals.
These metrics are not directly ‘manageable’ either,
since you cannot, for instance, command a customer
to buy from you. However, these measures do
provide guidance for what the sales force should
hope to accomplish.

Finally, there are metrics of Sales Activities. These

are measures of activity such as the volume of sales
calls being made, frequency of account planning,
percentage of salespeople using CRM, or amount of
training provided to the sales force. These metrics

are directly manageable, since front
line sales managers are absolutely able
to request more calls, ask for account
plans, enforce tool usage, or increase
training for their reps. In fact, this is
why sales managers exist ... to ensure
that their salespeople are doing the
correct things correctly.

One of the most important insights
from this research is that there are
direct causeandeffect relationships
between the levels of metrics. That is,
Sales Activities drive Sales Objectives,
and Sales Objectives drive Business
Results. For instance, if your
salespeople are instructed to make
more calls (a Sales Activity), they
should be able to cover more of a
given territory (a Sales Objective). All
other things being equal, greater
territory coverage should lead to
greater market share (a Business
Result). There is a clear chain of events

from one level to the next, and there must be
linkages between the levels to ensure that the
activities of the salespeople will ultimately lead to
the achievement of overall results.

The Role of Business Planning

To create organizational alignment, this chain of
events must be reverse engineered – a task that is
best performed during your business planning
process. If your strategic goal for the year is to
increase market share, then you could set an
objective for the sales force to increase its territory
coverage. To achieve this objective, you could
instruct your salespeople to boost the number of
sales calls that they make throughout the year. And,
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“
This year, don’t

just assign your
quotas and

assume they will
happen.  Instead,
provide specific

guidance on how
to achieve them,

then measure and
manage progress
along the path to

success. 
”



Jason Jordan 

of course, you could use the planning process to set
explicit targets for market share, territory coverage,
and sales calls in order to measure and manage
progress toward those goals.

However, our observation is that many business
planning exercises never get to this actionable level
of detail. Walk into any sales department and ask
someone at random what their Sales Objectives are
for the year, and their response will most likely be
“to make my quota.” While this answer is in some
ways unassailable (certainly we all want to make our
quotas), it is also highly problematic.

This response reveals that the planning process
probably never moved beyond the top layer of
metrics – Business Results. This is not an uncommon
scenario, of course, since the corporate revenue
target for the year is typically broken into
progressively smaller chunks (first by country, then
by region, then by district, etc.) until all salespeople
have revenue numbers stamped on their foreheads.
Yet, assigning a revenue target to a salesperson is
not sufficient to ensure they achieve it.

A more effective planning process does not end
with the dissection of Business Results. It proceeds
to identifying the Sales Objectives that will lead to
those desired results. For instance, if you intend to
grow your revenues by 10% next year, you should
identify how you will achieve that growth. Your new
Sales Objective could become to acquire 10% more
customers next year. Or sell 10% more products to
your existing customers. Or even raise your average
purchase price by 10%. Whatever your plan of
attack, you must put a deliberately conceived one in
place.

Once you have identified the Sales Objectives
that you want to achieve, you then need to
determine what changes in your Sales Activities will
lead to the realization of those objectives. For
instance, if you decide that your preferred objective
for the year is to acquire 10% more customers, then
you might need to generate 10% more leads. Or hire
10% more salespeople. Whatever your objectives,
you need to make tactical changes in your selling

activities, or else you are simply asking for results
and hoping for the best.

Implications for Sales Leaders

Organizational alignment is possible, in fact assured,
if everyone’s performance metrics are thoughtfully
integrated. You accomplish this by starting with your
desired Business Results and then identifying the
changes in your Sales Objectives and Sales Activities
that will ensure those outcomes. By designing a set
of interrelated metrics, you can measure success at
all levels of your organization and drive the specific
behaviors that will lead to overall success.

This year, don’t just assign your quotas and
assume they will happen. Instead, provide specific
guidance on how to achieve them, then measure
and manage progress along the path to success.
Only then will you have done your job as a proactive
sales leader.                                                                     n
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Register to download the first 2 chapters of
Cracking the Sales Management Code here
In previous installments (see Part 1 Part 2

Part 3), we shared research findings that
revealed there are three types of sales force
metrics –measures of Sales Activities, Sales

Objectives, and Business Results.
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